
Meet Your Farmer

R h o d e s  G r e e n h o u s e s

Rhodes Greenhouses starts many of

their own flowers and vegetables.

Focusing on a single spring planting

gives customers stronger, healthier

plants that will flourish throughout

the season.   

VISIT THE GREENHOUSES:  
7185  NYS ROUTE 3 ,  HENDERSON

Greenhouse F lowers •  Vegetables •

Herbs •  Growing Suppl ies

Maximizing plant
nutrients and vital ity
for  customers By growing their own materials,

Rhodes Greenhouses can pick

and choose new varieties from

many of the most advanced

plant breeders around which

accounts for many of the new

and exciting plant varieties that

end up on the greenhouse

benches each year.



Rhodes Greenhouses and Garden Center is more than a great

shopping experience. Its expansive greenhouses brandish an

exceptional quality and variety of plants. Walking past the trays of

options makes the gardener in me feel like a child in a candy store.

Annuals, perennials, landscaping plantings, vegetables, herbs,

container plants, mulch, and seeds can all converge to make both your

garden and your dinner table simply beautiful. 

The Greenhouses could be a destination on their own, but adjacent to

the Garden Center and next to the parking lot is the Alexander

Corners Veterans and Pearl Harbor Memorial. Started in 1996 with the

placement of a M60A3 Main Battle Tank in a landscaped area, this

space has the quiet, hallowed feel, intent on honoring and

remembering our wartime heroes. In 2002, a Cobra Helicopter was

added as part of the Eagle Scout project of Jonathan Rhodes, son of

Jolene & Gary. Highlighted in this memorial is a special effort to honor

our Pearl Harbor survivors.



To add to the historic significance, the Greenhouses, Memorial, and

Store are located on what was originally the farm of Revolutionary

War veteran, Oliver Bates, who settled in the area in 1807. There is a

history room located inside the General Store showcasing local

military activities and veterans.

In keeping with his resolve to honor our military members, Gary Rhodes

serves as an agricultural mentor to veterans and military service

members entering civilian life and considering a career in agriculture.

Our community is fortunate to have Gary share his expertise and

knowledge.
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Learn more at 

www.rhodesgreenhouses.com

Follow on Facebook: 

Rhodes Greenhouses 


